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Steppin isn't Just a dance it's a lifestyle,R&B music with lots of flavor you can dance to. 10 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: The Official Steppers Music CD This is a

Collaboration between Chicago and New York in order to show that the two Big cities can get along

together in music to make people all over the world dance. The project was actually the brainchild of

Darryl L. Davis and his partner Pete Frasier of PDP Productions out of Chicago. They have a string of

successful steppers events every year all across the country. They have managed to capture these

events and turn out a popular DVD that shows you how to step as well as gives you the history of

stepping. So they also noted at all their events they had music of course but nothing that the steppers

could call their own. So while at their local radio Station in Chicago promoting an event, they came across

a re-make of Marvin Gaye's "Let's get it on" by da Producers out of New York. The song is entitled the

MPG Steppers mix, so they got da producers information from the MD at the station and proceeded to

contact us. The Idea was for us to complete an album, (PDP) do half and we (da producers) do half so we

agreed and the rest is history. Now Steppers all over the world have an official music they can step to and

call their very on and anybody else for that matter. This is pure music you can dance to or just sit back

and enjoy the soulful R  B grooves of various artist from two major US cities. There is something on there

for everybody to enjoy. For more information reach out to daproducersor intro2steppin.com
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